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Darwin Plus



Time for a quick poll!

Have you applied for Darwin Plus funding before?

- Yes

- No



The UK Overseas Territories

• Anguilla

• Bermuda

• British Antarctic Territory (BAT)

• British Indian Ocean Territory (BIOT)

• British Virgin Islands (BVI)

• Cayman Islands

• Falkland Islands (FI)1

• Gibraltar

• Montserrat

• Pitcairn, Henderson, Ducie & Oeno Islands

• St Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha

• South Georgia & the South Sandwich Islands (SGSSI)

• Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia (on Cyprus)

• Turks & Caicos Islands (TCI)



Darwin Plus Local

Endemics Health Protection & Food

Tourism Recreation Heritage

C Sequestration

Water Security

£ 

$

Darwin Plus Local is a new small grants scheme for environmental projects



Rationale: Darwin Plus Local

Clear request for fund exclusively for OTs.

Simpler application process; smaller grants.



Darwin Plus Local Introduced

Organisations: Grants of up to £50,000
Individuals: Grants of up to £20,000
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Darwin Plus Local Objectives

• To support small scale and pilot environmental 
projects in the UKOTs.

• Aims to build capacity in-territory and 
contribute to local economies. 

• Application process for Darwin Plus Local has 
been streamlined to build confidence and 
familiarity in the grant application process.

• Over time, intended to help more people to apply 
to the other Darwin Plus schemes. 



Darwin Plus Themes

Projects must contribute to measurable outcomes in at least one of the 

following Darwin Plus themes:

• Biodiversity: improving and conserving biodiversity and slowing or reversing 

biodiversity loss and degradation.

• Climate change: responding to, mitigating and adapting to climate change and its 

effects on the natural environment and local communities.

• Environmental quality: improving the condition and protection of the natural 

environment.

• Capability and capacity building: enhancing the capacity within OTs, including 

through community engagement and awareness, to support the environment in 

the short- and long-term.



We hope Darwin Plus Local will help deliver 
work towards priorities



Types of projects (I)

Some ideas from the UKOT online workshop (Nov 22) 



Types of projects (II)

• A wide range of projects possible (see Guidance section 2 & Finance Guidance). 

• Projects must contribute to measurable outcomes in at least one of the Darwin 

Plus themes: biodiversity, climate change, environmental quality and capability and 

capacity building. 

• Time-frame: 1 year max.



Roles and responsibilities



Key project criteria

• We cannot cover day-to-day ongoing costs for 

routine work, but we can cover costs for discrete 

pieces of work that feed into core activities 

(Guidance Section 2.1)

• Any research must be specific and clearly show 

how it will feed into action on the ground even if 

that is not achieved by project end (Guidance 

Section 2.1)

• Section 5.3 of the Terms and Conditions set out 

other ineligible costs 

• Annex A of the Finance guidance also provide 

information on ineligible costs

• Projects need to be locally led

• Budget limits:

• Up to £50,000 for organisations

• Up to £20,000 for individuals

If you are selected for funding, you will need to 

provide some financial evidence – ensure this is 

available

• 80% of budget should be spent in UKOT(s)

• Projects can start from April 2023 but be realistic 

about what’s possible

• All projects must end by 31 March 2024



How to apply (I)

• Application guidance is on the Darwin Plus website

• All applications must be received online on 

Flexi-Grant – you will need to create an account to 

submit an application (all guidance is also linked from 

Flexi-Grant!)

https://dplus.darwininitiative.org.uk/apply

https://ltsi.flexigrant.com/

https://dplus.darwininitiative.org.uk/apply
https://ltsi.flexigrant.com/


How to apply (II)

In order to apply you should:

• Read the guidance documents

• Complete the questions in the application 

form on Flexi-Grant

• Upload a 2 page cover lever

• Download, complete and upload an 

implementation timetable with your 

application

• If you are carrying out activities on 

Government owned land or water – upload a 

letter of support from relevant UKOT 

government

• Optional – up to 5 sides A4 additional 

materials, e.g. map or list of references 



How to apply (III)

Submission deadline: 14 February 23:59 GMT

• Ensure you access Flexi-Grant before then in 

case any issues

• Submit ahead of deadline in case any last 

minute issues

• If you have any issues submitting at midnight, 

email us so we know you intend to submit and 

we will contact you in the morning

Applications must:

• Be correct and complete

• match all published criteria, including dates and page

limits on supporting materials

• be submitted using correct templates

• support work in a UKOT and be submitted by a UKOT

Lead Partner



Darwin Plus Local Assessment 
process and criteria 
• Assessment process and criteria outlined in Sections 5+ 6 of the 

Guidance document + Annex A 

• Applications will be assessed by JNCC in two parts:  

• Initial review: to progress applications which meet the essential 
eligibility criteria. 

• Expert review: to score eligible applications against the 
assessment criteria in section 6.  

• Final decisions will be taken by Defra, on consideration of the 
advice received from JNCC. 

• Defra has the right to consult the relevant OT government for 
feedback on prospective projects to assist the JNCC experts in 
their overall assessment and recommendations.



Assessment criteria

• Section 6 of the Guidance and consist of essential and desirable criteria

• Projects must meet all of the essential criteria, and at least one criterion from each of the three 
sections listed as desirable criteria, in order to be considered for funding.

• Three sections include Policy Priorities, Impact and Technical Excellence 

• JNCC will use criteria to generate a score (on a scale from 0-6 points with 6 points being the highest), 
which Defra will use to determine the suitability of applications for funding. 

• The more desirable criteria a project meets, the higher the score and the more likely it will be successfully 
funded.



Assessment criteria

• The project demonstrates measurable outcomes 
in at least one of the themes of Darwin Plus, 
either by the end of the project’s implementation 
or via evidenced mechanisms for post-project 
delivery;

• The project does not cause negative 
environmental impacts;

• The project applicant has the capacity and 
capability to deliver the project.

Essential Criteria



Assessment criteria

Policy Priorities

• The project contributes to the delivery of existing 
environmental commitments such as those set 
out within national legislation, individual 
Territories’ national biodiversity strategies, 
environmental action plans and roadmaps, or 
equivalent; 

• The project delivers measurable benefits for the 
local environment by tackling identified 
environmental problem(s)

• Any research or scoping work is clearly justified 
and shows how it will be applied for meaningful 
environmental outcomes on the ground

Desirable criteria – examples from each of  the 3 sections



Assessment criteria

Impact

• The project is sustainable – the outcomes will be 
sustained after the funding is finished;

• The project demonstrates how it will strengthen 
the capability and capacity of local partners; 

• The project contributes to environmental goods 
and services within the UKOT(s).

Desirable criteria – examples from each of  the 3 sections



Assessment criteria

Technical Excellence

• The project has been well-planned and has a clear 
goal, purpose and outputs;

• The activities are practical and achievable;

• The project clearly demonstrates the intended 
change(s) the project is aiming to bring about, 
how they will be measured, and what evidence is 
needed to demonstrate these changes;

• The project represents value for money.

Desirable criteria – examples from each of  the 3 sections



Final reminder

• Please look at all the assessment criteria in 
Section 6 of the Guidance

• Remember: you need to meet all essential 
criteria and at least one of the desirable criteria 
under each heading but the more desirable 
criteria you meet the higher you score! 



Time for a quick poll!

How is the pace of the webinar so far?

- Far too slow

- A bit slow

- About right

- A bit fast

- Far too fast



Any questions?
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Run through of application 
form
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Pay particular attention to Questions 5 

and 6 in the application form
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Download, 

complete 

and 

re-upload
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N.B. This is just a partial screenshot - there are boxes like the above for each of 

the high-level budget lines which will be visible on the form on Flexi-Grant
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Various other checks included in the application form in addition to these.

You should be able to check all of these in order to submit an application.



Key application writing tips

Don’t leave it to the last minute!

• Ensure you read the guidance thoroughly

• Write clearly and concisely

• Answer the questions – once you’ve responded 

read back again!

• Stick to word counts and don’t overly rely on 

additional links and resources

• Have someone else read your application – does 

it make sense to them?

• Remember the reviewers are people too – don’t 

overly rely on acronyms, ensure they are 

explained at first use

• Assume no local or prior knowledge

• Ensure you read the guidance thoroughly, but 

don’t be shy to reach out if you have questions:

DarwinPlusLocal@jncc.gov.uk

BCF-Flexigrant@niras.com

mailto:DarwinPlusLocal@jncc.gov.uk
mailto:BCF-Flexigrant@niras.com


Managing projects

If you are successful …

Payments

• Projects can claim an advance of up to 85% of the full award 

with the final claim arrears.

• Either 15% of the total award for the final year or £3,000, 
whichever is greater, will be withheld as retention.

Reporting requirements

• Darwin Plus Local projects will be asked to submit one short 

final report, along with any appropriate supporting materials.

• Evidence will be needed to demonstrate activities and project 

results, for example photos, videos or other materials.

• Think about this now (feeds into your application too!) and 

during your project to save reporting burden – i.e. collect 

evidence as you go along.

Ensure you have read Terms and Conditions as if successful you will 

need to abide by these



Final questions?
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Contact us
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For enquiries about Darwin Plus Local: DarwinPlusLocal@jncc.gov.uk

For enquiries specific to using the Flexi-Grant portal: BCF-Flexigrant@niras.com

www.twitter.com/UKBCFs

www.twitter.com/JNCC_UK

www.facebook.com/BiodiversityChallengeFunds

www.facebook.com/JNCCUK

www.linkedin.com/company/biodiversity-challenge-funds/

www.linkedin.com/company/jncc

http://www.twitter.com/UKBCFs
http://www.twitter.com/JNCC_UK
http://www.facebook.com/JNCCUK
http://www.facebook.com/JNCCUK
http://www.linkedin.com/company/jncc
http://www.linkedin.com/company/jncc

